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International Patents


2. F. Tietz, W. Jungen, F. Meschke and R.N. Basu, Ceramic Material and the Production Thereof [Keramischer Werkstoff sowie dessen Herstellung]. PCT Application Filed (WO 02/44103A1; Dated: 06.06.2002; International Registration no.: PCT/DE2001/004497). WO Patent: 2,002,004,103 (Granted) US Patent (Granted): No. 6,835,684 B2; dated December 28, 2004 European Patent (Granted): No. EP 1,337,496 B1; dated August 8, 2007 [The license of this patent was solid to Saint-Gobain, France and Ceramtec, Germany and these two companies are using this process for manufacturing their SOFC stacks]
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